Abstract In an everyday social interaction we automatically integrate another's facial movements and vocalizations, be they linguistic or otherwise. This requires audiovisual integration of a continual barrage of sensory input-a phenomenon previously well-studied with human audiovisual speech, but not with non-verbal vocalizations. Using both fMRI and ERPs, we assessed neural activity to viewing and listening to an animated female face producing non-verbal, human vocalizations (i.e. coughing, sneezing) under audio-only (AUD), visual-only (VIS) and audiovisual (AV) stimulus conditions, alternating with Rest (R). Underadditive effects occurred in regions dominant for sensory processing, which showed AV activation greater than the dominant modality alone. Right posterior temporal and parietal regions showed an AV maximum in which AV activation was greater than either modality alone, but not greater than the sum of the unisensory conditions. Other frontal and parietal regions showed Common-activation in which AV activation was the same as one or both unisensory conditions. ERP data showed an early superadditive effect (AV [ AUD ? VIS, no rest), mid-range underadditive effects for auditory N140 and face-sensitive N170, and late AV maximum and common-activation effects. Based on convergence between fMRI and ERP data, we propose a mechanism where a multisensory stimulus may be signaled or facilitated as early as 60 ms and facilitated in sensoryspecific regions by increasing processing speed (at N170) and efficiency (decreasing amplitude in auditory and facesensitive cortical activation and ERPs). Finally, higherorder processes are also altered, but in a more complex fashion.
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Introduction
Everyday social interactions involve the integration of auditory and visual information from speech and nonverbal social cues. These latter cues are often underemphasized in humans, as most attention tends to focus on the spoken word (Campbell et al. 2001; Capek et al. 2008; Frith and Frith 2007; Kawashima et al. 1999; Macaluso et al. 2004; MacSweeney et al. 2000) . Humans generate many non-verbal vocalizations that are accompanied by readily identifiable stereotypical facial gestures (Howell 1900) . Non-verbal vocalizations likely engage higher-order processing, and can be overlooked, misused, or misinterpreted by those with social cognition disorders (Golarai et al. 2006; Luyster et al. 2008; Sarfati et al. 1997; Troisi et al. 1998 ). Non-verbal vocalizations can be communicative as one may purposely vocalize or exaggerate non-verbal cues to send a message, such as burp to signal the deliciousness of a meal, or one may purposely suppress a sign or yawn to conceal dissatisfaction or boredom. Social and other advantages may thus come from the ability to interpret information about the mental, emotional, or homeostatic state of individuals as conveyed through multisensory non-verbal cues. This is supported by studies that show greater activation to human non-verbal stimuli versus other non-human categories in multiple regions including STS, frontal parietal regions, and insula (Fecteau et al. 2007 ; Lewis et al. 2008) .
In a normal context, the accurate interpretation of socially related non-verbal information requires appropriate integration of multisensory input, usually visual and auditory information, which can change based on incoming information quality. In a noisy situation like a crowded bar, one observes lip and face movements more than in a quiet setting, as the visual information can effectively amplify the audio by up to 11 dB (MacLeod and Summerfield 1987) . Behavioral studies of both speech and non-speech stimuli indicate that multiple (congruent) stimulus modalities lead to improved processing, with both shorter reaction times and increased accuracy compared to either modality alone (Grant and Walden 1996; Miller 1982; Sumby and Pollack 1954) .
These behavioral advantages for multisensory stimuli manifest as differences in timing, amount and type of brain activity compared to unisensory stimuli. However, studies have revealed conflicting results including both facilitation, in the form of faster and decreased brain responses (for fMRI Martuzzi et al. 2007; Wright et al. 2003 ; for ERPs Besle et al. 2004; van Wassenhove et al. 2005) , and enhancement, or increased activation, for multisensory versus unisensory stimuli (Hubbard et al. 2008; Kayser et al. 2007) . The reasons for these differences in multisensory effects are not understood, although some studies suggest that they may be related to factors such as congruency (Puce et al. 2007; Saint-Amour et al. 2007 ), whether one modality predicts the other (Ghazanfar et al. 2005; Stekelenburg and Vroomen 2007) , or neuronal population properties (Laurienti et al. 2005; Stevenson et al. 2007 ). Even more complex results have been seen for higher-order regions, with effects (in speech-related studies) seen in posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS), inferior parietal lobule (IPL), and inferior frontal cortex (IFC) Kawashima et al. 1999 ). In the current study we were particularly interested in multisensory effects in pSTS due to its postulated role in social related processes (Redcay 2008) , and links to different visual, auditory, and motor processes (Beauchamp et al. 2004) .
To investigate multisensory effects related to human non-verbal vocalizations and accompanying facial movements, we studied neural responses elicited to an animated synthetic female face producing various non-verbal vocalizations (i.e. coughing, yawning), using both functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and event-related potentials (ERPs). We presented stimuli under three conditions. In the audiovisual (AV) condition participants saw the animated face and heard congruent human vocalizations. In the visual (VIS) condition, only the animated face was seen, whereas in the auditory (AUD) condition only the vocalizations were heard. Randomized blocked presentations of AV, VIS and AUD conditions were alternated with rest (R). Two participant groups (n = 10 for fMRI, n = 13 for ERPs) responded to infrequent unisensory targets (animated face blinking, or uttering ''mmm'' without a visual change to the face). Our hypothesis predicted that sensory-specific regions specialized for a given unisensory condition, would show facilitated processing (faster times to peak and reduced amplitudes) in the presence of a multisensory stimulus. Specifically, for the fMRI experiment, we predicted a reduced BOLD signal for the AV versus either unimodal condition in sensory regions. For the ERP experiment, we predicted reduced amplitudes and faster latencies for early ERP components. In addition, we predicted that higher-order regions, especially right pSTS, would show greater AV activation (versus unisensory conditions) due to specialization in multisensory and/or social processes.
Materials and Methods

Participants
For the fMRI study 10 right-handed healthy males participated (ages: 24-37 years, mean 28 years). For the ERP study, there were 13 right-handed participants (18 originally collected, 5 excluded, for the 13 included participants: 7 males, ages: 19-43 years, mean 29 years). All participants had either normal or corrected-to-normal vision and gave informed consent in a study approved by the Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Participants at West Virginia University.
Stimuli and Task
Participants viewed 4 9 4 degree videos of a synthetic female face producing facial movements and vocalizations. Stimuli were seven non-speech vocalizations with accompanying face movements consisting of a cough, sneeze, burp, yawn, laugh, sigh and whistle. Two infrequently presented unisensory target stimuli, a blink (visual) and an uttered 'mmm' (auditory), made participants focus on visual and auditory sensory input equally. In the Audiovisual condition, there was a 33 ms (or 1 video frame) delay between the peak movement (i.e. fully opened mouth) and sound. Animations were based on filmed real life movements associated with the seven non-verbal vocalizations of three different actors.
Stimulus type was pseudorandomly ordered within 20 s stimulus blocks consisting of 10 trials each of combined Audiovisual stimulation (AV), Auditory stimulation only (AUD), and Visual stimulation only (VIS) (Fig. 1) . In the AV participants saw the face making the facial movements and heard the associated non-speech vocalizations. In VIS, participants observed the face making movements without hearing the vocalizations. In AUD, participants viewed a neutral colored plain background (RGB = 140, 132, 127) and heard the vocalizations. The absence of the face for the AUD condition prevented an 'incongruent' stimulus (face still but vocalization present), but made an event-related design difficult due to onset effects. Visual motion duration and sound duration was 600 and 567 ms respectively, for all non-target stimulus types. Participants maintained their gaze on an ever-present green fixation cross and pressed a single response button when either of one of the two specified unisensory targets were seen or heard. Behavioral responses were monitored to ensure attentional alertness. Minor variations in timing occurred for the fMRI versus ERP paradigms.
Data Acquisition
Functional MRI Study
Data were acquired on a 3 Tesla GE Horizon LX MRI scanner and quadrature birdcage headcoil. We used a 14 slice split-sagittal acquisition (Puce et al. 2003) , where 7 sagittal slices (3 mm thickness ? 1 mm gap) were taken in each hemisphere to maximally visualize the cortex of the STS and STG (see Supplementary Fig. 1 ). A series of 125 gradient echo echoplanar volumes were acquired over each of the three, 4 min 10 s stimulation periods (after before and after rest period removal, total = 375 volumes) using the following parameters: TE = 35, TR = 2000, a = 70°, NEX = 1, BW = 125, FOV = 24 mm, matrix = 128 9 128 (in-plane resolution of 1.875 mm), slice thickness = 3 mm, gap = 1 mm. In the Talaraich x plane, sagittal slice coverage was from x = -34 to -67, and x = 34 to 67.
A T1-weighted whole brain volume which was acquired as a high-resolution spoiled gradient-recalled acquisition in a steady state (SPGR) (voxel size = 1.2 9 0.9375 9 0.9375 mm; FOV = 240; matrix = 256 9 256; 124 slices).
EEG/ERP Study
Participants were seated comfortably in an armchair in a dimly lit room with a white noise generator. A continuous 128-channel recording of 124 channels of scalp EEG (QuikCap, Compumedics Neuroscan, El Paso, TX, USA) and 4 channels of horizontal and vertical electrooculograph (EOG) was taken using Neuroscan 4.3 software (Compumedics, Neuroscan, El Paso, TX, USA). Data were sampled at 250 Hz/channel and bandpass filtered from 0.1 to 100 Hz and amplified with a gain of 5,000. A reference consisted of two electrodes placed either side of the nose or on the cheek close to the nose. The midline frontal ground Brain Topogr (2009) 21:193-206 195 electrode was sited on the electrode cap itself. Electrode impedances were kept below 10 kX.
Data Analysis
Functional MRI
Data reconstruction was implemented via Analysis of Functional Neural Images (AFNI), version 2.31 software (Cox 1996) . Data processing steps included offline image reconstruction in conjunction with smoothing in Fourier space via a Fermi window (full width at half maximum = 1 voxel), correction for differences in slice-timing, and 6-parameter rigid-body motion correction. The motion estimates over the course of the scan for translation (inferior-superior, right-left, and anterior-posterior) and rotation (yaw, pitch, roll) parameter estimates were used as covariates in further analyses. Each image time series was spatially registered to the volume closest in time to the high-resolution structural scan both within-plane and then in all three planes using an iterative linear least squares method, to reduce the effects of head motion. AUD, VIS, and AV blocks were analyzed with a least-squares general linear model (GLM) fit that modeled each activation block and head motion parameters. Each regressor consisted of an ideal hemodynamic response function for the specified block type, obtained by convolving the event time file (across 3 concatenated imaging runs) with a c-variate function. The beta-weights resulting from the GLM analysis were converted to percent signal change using the mean overall baseline and spatially smoothed using a 4 mm Gaussian filter. These percentage signal change maps were transformed into standardized Talaraich space.
A voxel-by-voxel parametric two-tailed t test was used on the percent signal change maps for a group comparison of each condition (versus rest) separately, plus AV versus AUD ? VIS. P-value correction for multiple comparisons was based on a combination of threshold cutoff and cluster extent using 3dmerge (AFNI). Minimal cluster size was calculated using Monte Carlo simulation program AlphaSim (AFNI). For a masked AFNI image, AlphaSim ran 1,000 iterations, with a radius connectivity of 4.1 (since slice thickness ? gap was 4 mm) and image defined Gaussian filters with FWHM determined with 3dFWHM. The minimal cluster size to avoid false cluster detection was 57 voxels for P \ 0.05, 16 voxels for P \ 0.01, 11 voxels for P \ 0.005, 6 voxels for P \ 0.001. Alpha maps were overlaid on inflated PALS atlas cortical model brains (Van Essen 2005; Van Essen et al. 2001) .
Regions of interest (ROIs) were based on significant activation from the analyses above. The average time course of the MR BOLD response in select ROIs was generated using the AFNI 3dDeconvolve program with the iresp option. The average time courses for each condition (AUD, VIS, AV, ApV) were averaged within each ROI and normalized across datasets. For a given hemisphere, we took voxels showing significant activation from that hemisphere plus its mirror opposite correlate (using 3dLRflip in AFNI), such that each ROI had equivalent right and left hemisphere volumes.
Event-Related Potentials
ERP analysis was performed using Neuroscan 4.3 Software (Neurosoft, Inc., Sterling, VA, USA). EEG data were first segmented into 1500 ms epochs with 100 ms pre-stimulus baseline based on the event markers which identified each trial type. The EEG data of the target trials were not included in subsequent analyses (similar to the fMRI study). Epochs containing artifact registering greater than ±100 lV, due primarily to eye blinks, or electromyographic activity due to face or head motion, were excluded from subsequent analyses. We excluded data from five of the eighteen participants (three participants had technically suboptimal studies due to excessive eye blinks/muscle activity in their EEG data, and two participants were deemed to be overly familiar with the stimuli and showed low alertness levels during the study), leaving thirteen participants in the final ERP analyses.
The zero time point was the start of the audio, visual or simultaneous audiovisual stimulus. Individual epochs were normalized relative to a 100 ms prestimulus baseline, and linear trend was calculated and removed across the entire epoch, based on the prestimulus baseline. Stimulus types for each condition (AUD, VIS, AV) were averaged across all 6 runs. Each participant's averaged ERP data were then digitally smoothed with a zero phase-shift low pass filter (cut-off 30 Hz, 6 dB/octave).
Group averages were constructed and the averaged ERPs were scrutinized to identify ERP peaks and troughs. P100, N170, P250, and P500 ERP components were identified in the group average waveforms. Area under the curve (AUC) ranges were also selected for certain broader peaks. Latency ranges (windows) were selected for each grand average ERP peak or trough, and an automated peak picking routine was then run on the averaged ERP data of each individual subject. Area under the curve (AUC) measures were also taken for selected ERP components. Each subject's ERP waveforms and ERP peak amplitude and latency measures and AUCs were exported as sets of ASCII files.
Topographic voltage maps were created from the grand average ERP data at peak and trough timepoints to examine the regional distribution of ERP activity. Data from multiple sensors showing similar ERP behavior were then averaged as noted in the results section, with location of sensor markers determined by averaging Polhemus digitizer locations.
Data at eye channels were also displayed in order to determine whether ERP signals may have been influenced by systematic, but subtle, eye movements. The signal excursion for the artifact free data in the eye channels was small (on the order of lV) and therefore did not appear to be due to actual eye movements which typically generate signals on the order of mV. In addition, the lower horizontal EOG channels did not show an equal and opposite negativity, suggesting that the positivity in the upper vertical EOG channel, located on the forehead, was likely due to frontal brain activity and not to eye related activity per se.
Statistical Analysis of ERP Data
Student's t tests, one-way (Condition) and two-way (Condition by Hemisphere) ANOVAs of peak amplitudes, latencies, and AUC for particular ERP components were analyzed using SPSS V15. In order to objectively determine the timepoints for AUC measures, we calculated timepoint by timepoint values for the t test difference for AV versus AUD plus VIS. Thus, we set as time regions for AUC, periods of sustained (20 ms, 5 timepoints) significant differences (t [ 1.67 for n = 60 epochs) between the multisensory and sum of the unisensory conditions. We used similar calculations to measure the time elapsed, after which no significant peaks occurred, an effective Return to Baseline (RTB). To determine the RTB we first calculated the t value versus zero for each point on the waveform. The RTB was defined as the end of the last significant peak of sustained (20 ms, 5 timepoints) significance.
Results
fMRI Data
Ten participants completed the non-verbal unisensory target detection task in a 3T MRI scanner. A split sagittal slice acquisition optimized sampling of temporal cortex, but excluded medial regions as well as more medial aspects of frontal parietal cortex, fusiform and early visual cortex.
All three conditions produced robust activation in sensory and higher-order cognitive regions. AUD and AV conditions produced additional and extensive activation of mid-to anterior STS and mid-insula (Fig. 2a, c) , whereas VIS and AV conditions produced activation of lateral occipital and posterior middle temporal gyrus (LO/pMTG) and lateral fusiform gyrus (Fig. 2b, c) . Brain regions showed multisensory relationships that fell into four main categories (Fig. 3): (1) superadditive, defined as audiovisual greater than the sum of auditory alone and visual alone i.e. AV [ ApV; (2) underadditive, defined as audiovisual less than the sum of auditory and visual alone, and audiovisual less than the dominant sensory modality e.g. AV \ ApV and AV \ AUD or VIS; (3) AV maximum, defined as audiovisual greater than either unisensory condition along (AV [ VIS and AV [ AUD, and VIS [ 0, AUD [ 0) . (4) Common activation, defined as AV activation equal to one or both conditions (AV = AUD and/or VIS. Note that for both AV maximum and Common activation, audiovisual would be less than the sum of the unisensory conditions (AV \ ApV).
Two regions showed mathematical superadditivity, the right insula/frontal operculum and left angular gyrus. However, this resulted from negative activation versus baseline in one or in all three conditions, and neither region showed significant positive activation for the AV condition (solid white outlines, Fig. 2d ).
Several regions showed significant or near-significant underadditive effects including MTG, LO/pMTG, and lateral fusiform gyri, with the AV condition showing decreased activation compared with either unisensory Brain Topogr (2009) 21:193-206 197 condition or the sum of the unisensory conditions, ApV (Table 1A) . The AUD-preferred region, left mid-MTG, showed a trend (P \ 0.1) of AV \ AUD. Similarly, for the VIS-preferred regions, LO and fusiform gyrus, there was a significant difference and trend, respectively, of AV \ VIS. LO and fusiform also showed a right-hemisphere bias (Table 1A) . AV maximum and Common activation effects were seen in frontal, parietal and temporal regions (Black overlay at P \ 0.001, Fig. 2d ). The pSTS, TPJ, IFG, and DLPFC all showed strong condition effects for AV \ ApV (Table 1B) . Portions of these regions were also revealed in a voxelwise t test of AV versus ApV (dashed white lines in Fig. 2d) . The pSTS showed a significant hemisphere effect (right [ left), with the VIS condition showing the strongest lateralization (t = 4.98, P \ 0.005). AV maximum activation was seen in several of these regions, including right posterior pSTG (P \ 0.01 versus VIS, P \ 0.001 versus AUD), and TPJ (P \ 0.01, versus VIS, P \ 0.05 versus AUD). IFG and DLPFC showed common activation, with the AUD condition showing the least activation in DLPFC.
The STS and IFG regions, in addition to showing at least a trend towards hemisphere effects for amplitude of activation (Table 1A) A separate group of 13 participants participated in the ERP version of the experiment. Since the neutral, eyes forward face was present as a baseline for the duration of VIS and AV blocks (except during movements), the zero time point for ERP measurements is at the onset of the facial movement and/or simultaneous vocalization (for AUD, onset of vocalization). In general, ERP waveforms revealed modality-specific early components with characteristic topographies and morphologies, in addition to a late positivity (Fig. 4) . Stimuli containing auditory stimulation (AUD and AV conditions) showed the typical auditory N140 with an amplitude maximum at midline central electrodes. Stimuli containing visual stimulation (VIS and AV conditions) showed the typical face-specific N170 at bilateral temporo-occipital electrodes, showing delayed latencies typical of dynamic visual stimuli. In addition to showing both typical auditory and face-related components, the AV condition also elicited a unique early positivity in left parieto-occipital electrodes. All three conditions showed a diffuse late positivity which lasted up to 1500 ms, and varied in amplitude between conditions. A t test of AV versus ApV was used to search for regions of potential multisensory effects. Again, effects were grouped into the four categories of superadditive, underadditive, AV maximum and common-activated.
Superadditivity at 60-148 ms
At this relatively early post-stimulus time range, the AV condition elicited an early positivity in bilateral temporooccipital electrodes that was not seen in either unisensory condition (Figs. 4, 5a ). We performed a timepoint-by- Fig. 3 Group fMRI data ROI analyses: underadditive BOLD responses. Histograms depict relative fMRI percent signal change for all three conditions in underadditive ROIs (a-c) AV maximum (d-e) and commonactivation ROIs (f). Asterisks indicate pairwise t test significance: * P \ 0.05, ** P \ 0.01, *** P \ 0.001 Table 1 Summary of significant and trend effects resulting from 2-way ANOVA comparisons for (A) fMRI and (B) ERPs Brain Topogr (2009) 21:193-206 199 timepoint t test analysis to determine the time range showing significant differences between AV and AUD plus VIS (i.e. AV versus ApV), and performed an AUC analysis for this time range (60-148 ms). A two-way ANOVA revealed superadditivity, with main effects of Hemisphere [F(2,24) = 16.67, P \ 0.01].
Trend Towards Underadditivity for N140
AUD and AV, but not VIS, conditions elicited a central negativity at 144.7 ms, typical for auditory stimuli (Fig. 6a) . Peak amplitude analysis revealed a trend for AUD [ AV (Table 1B) , but found no significant super-or underadditivity.
Underadditivity for N170
All three conditions produced a negativity at an average 276.7 ms, with preference for conditions including visual stimuli (Fig. 6b) . The waveform was characteristic of the N170 which is elicited by dynamic faces, peaking at temporo-occipital electrodes, with a right hemisphere bias (Fig. 5c , white dots). As the stimulus was dynamic, the N170 was considerably delayed relative to the 170 ms typical for the presentation of static face stimuli (see Puce et al. 2000) . Face movement began at 0 ms and was generally identifiable as a particular ''vocalization'' by 33 ms. Although the AV and VIS N170 s were larger, the AUD condition also elicited a negativity that had a similar timecourse at these electrodes (274.8 ms). The N170 was underadditive, such that AV \ ApV, and showed condition and hemisphere main effects (Table 1B) . Peak analysis revealed reduced amplitude and decreased latency for the AV versus VIS condition, as well as a right hemisphere bias for amplitude (Table 1B) .
AV Maximum and Common Activation for Late Positivities
All three conditions elicited widely distributed late positivities (Fig. 7) . A strict AV versus ApV t test revealed an underadditivity at bilateral temporo-parietal electrodes at 230-304 ms (timepoint-by-timepoint t test, Fig. 7a ). Even though the peaks were broad, we used a semi-automated peak analysis with verification of peaks in individual subjects data. We wanted to examine the data for latency differences, and more strictly apply multisensory criteria (at the time of the AV and AUD peaks, the VIS peak has yet to appear). The temporo-parietal peak occurred at 240 and 244 ms respectively for the AUD and AV conditions, but was delayed at 328 ms for the VIS condition. This peak was considered a common activation, as analysis, using the homologous peaks for all three conditions, did not show (Table 1B ). An underadditivity was seen at right fronto-temporal electrodes at 460-616 ms (timepoint-by-timepoint t test, Fig. 7b ). Latency of this broad peak was also greatest for the VIS condition (492 ms) and was similar across the AUD and AV conditions (384 and 400 ms, respectively). Analysis of homologous peaks revealed a Condition effect, with the AUD condition showing the smallest amplitude (Table 1B) . This peak was considered an AV maximum, as the AV condition was significantly greater than either unisensory condition in the right hemiscalp, and a similar trend was seen in the mirror opposite electrodes (Fig. 7b) .
Common activation was seen at several other electrode sites, include occipital and frontal electrodes. Occipital electrodes showed equivalent sustained activation for all Waveform for 6 averaged right temporal occipital electrodes shows unique peak for AV (black circle). Asterisks indicate pairwise t test significance Fig. 6 Underadditivity in group averaged ERP data in relatively early post-stimulus timeranges. Histograms for peak amplitude for a N140 and both peak amplitude and latency for b N170. Averaged ERP waveforms for sampled electrode sites (white dots on topographic maps), appear at the right of the histograms. Asterisks indicate pairwise t test significance. P-values listed for non-significant trends Brain Topogr (2009) 21:193-206 201 three conditions in the 700-800 ms range (Fig. 7c) . In contrast, for frontal electrodes, F5 and FPZ, late sustained activation was only seen for AV and VIS conditions and not the AUD condition (rectangles, Fig. 7d, e) . Note at F5 the AV maximum peaks at the 250 ms and 450 ms ranges (circle, Fig. 7d ).
Results Summary
The ERP data showed a unique early positivity for the AV condition starting at 60 ms. In sum, however, there was convergence of ERP and fMRI data. Both the N140 (generated in the superior temporal plane) (Giard et al. 1994; Godey et al. 2001; Ponton et al. 2002) , and the auditory STS showed non-significant trends towards underadditivity. For VIS related processing, AV activation was significantly reduced (smaller amplitude ERPs and BOLD responses) compared to the preferred unisensory stimuli (VIS). Finally, multiple ''higher-order'' cortical regions, as well as late time ranges typically associated with more higher-order processes showed significant or near significant trends of AV maximum activation (AV greater than either condition alone). Other regions/timeranges showed common activation in which AV and one or both conditions showed similar degrees of activation. Several of these regions and timeranges showed a right hemisphere bias.
Discussion
Using an animated synthetic face and associated real human non-verbal vocalizations we elicited reliable fMRI activation to unisensory and multisensory stimulation in an imaging study designed to optimally image the STS/STG in its entirety, while still including face-sensitive and auditory regions in lateral sensory cortex. In a second group of subjects we elicited reproducible and consistent ERPs to the relatively long durations of the facial motion and associated vocalizations. Subjects were asked to detect unisensory target stimuli (a blink and an ''mmm'' sound) so that we could study audiovisual integration without a bias to a particular sensory modality. We discuss our results, summarized in Fig. 8 , in the context of other audiovisual non-biological and speech integration studies, and in more general terms of social cognition.
Multisensory Effects in Sensory-Related Processes
Multisensory effects were seen in early regions (fMRI data) and ERP components which supported our hypotheses predicting facilitation effects. Interestingly, we also observed a unique early AV ERP component. This AV positivity peaking around 60-80 ms is similar to that seen in recent audiovisual integration studies (Giard and Peronnet 1999; Shams et al. 2005) . Somewhat surprisingly, these studies, which used non-biological stimuli, showed early AV integration effects whose laterality was opposite to ours. Giard and Perronet (1999) proposed that their early ERP response may stem from the recruitment of specific multisensory cells in or near striate cortex, where bisensory cells have been seen observed in animals (Fishman and Michael 1973; Morrell 1972) . Due to our slice selection in our fMRI study, we could not confirm whether multisensory effects occurred in early visual cortex, however, such early effects in humans have been seen in other studies (Martuzzi et al. 2007 ).
Aside from the unique AV ERP signal, AUD and VISrelated sensory-related regions and ERP signals showed multisensory effects characteristic of facilitation, as predicted by our hypothesis. Significant effects were seen in VIS-related regions (LO) and ERP components (N170), and trends in the same direction were seen in fMRI activated AUD-related regions and ERP components (mid-MTG and N140). The strongest case of fMRI and ERP convergence was at mid-level visual processes, characterized by a right hemisphere bias and decrease in both amplitude (fMRI and ERP) and speed (ERP) of AV versus VIS.
The auditory trend towards facilitation was consistent with the role of the centrally located N140 in multisensory integration (Besle et al. 2004; Puce et al. 2007; van Wassenhove et al. 2005) . A study by Puce et al. (2007) showed the largest N140s were elicited when a dynamic human face (relative to house and primate face stimuli) was paired with incongruous sounds, suggesting that the context provided by a conspecific (human) face influences associated auditory processing. Additionally, when congruous sounds were presented, the N140 was largest to both human and primate faces when paired with species-appropriate vocalizations relative to a house stimulus whose front door opened with a creaking door sound (Puce et al. 2007 ). However, unlike previous ERP studies using speech stimuli (Besle et al. 2004; van Wassenhove et al. 2005) , our results here did not reach significance, perhaps due to differences in timing of facial movements relative to vocalizations. In our paradigm, face movement and audio were simultaneous, although there was a natural delay in the movement peaking for our non-verbal stimuli (e.g. fully open mouth, upturned eyes in the sigh in Fig. 1 ), which is opposite to speech stimuli. Ghazanfar et al. (Ghazanfar et al. 2005) also have shown that timing plays a critical role in multisensory effects in an experiment in which monkeys were presented conspecific coos and grunts along with images of primate faces, however, in this experiment static faces of primates were utilized. Multisensory neurons in the auditory core and belt regions showed more enhancement when the face versus audio delay was less than 100 ms, and facilitation when the delay was greater than 200 ms. The variance of these studies based on timing underscores the importance of subtle audio versus visual onset time differences in multisensory processing.
Reduced activation in the AV condition could be due to various causes, including less energy demands brought about by facilitated processing. Alternatively, the relative decrease in amplitude in the multisensory relative to the unisensory conditions may be due a smaller population of neurons with exclusively multisensory versus unisensory preferences (Beauchamp 2005; Laurienti et al. 2005) . Alternatively, the distribution of resources available to process these stimuli might be limited over multiple sensory cortical regions. We favor the increased efficiency explanation in the light of the behavioral facilitation effects observed in many studies (Bolognini et al. 2005; Gondan et al. 2005; Grant and Walden 1996; Miller 1982; Sumby and Pollack 1954) , although all three explanations are plausible and cannot be differentiated in the current Fig. 8 Summary of main fMRI and ERP findings in terms of time of occurrence relative to stimulus onset and type of multisensory phenomenon Brain Topogr (2009) 21:193-206 203 dataset. Multisensory optimization may also take the form of synchronization of the phase of oscillatory stimuli (such as gamma band activity) (Engel et al. 2001; Schroeder et al. 2008; Senkowski et al. 2008) , which can produce important behavioral sequelae (Schroeder et al. 2008) . Future studies quantifying ERP amplitudes and latencies, oscillatory activity and behavior in a combined manner might better clarify the underlying nature of these processes.
Higher-Order Underadditive Effects
We saw significant activation by all three conditions in putative higher-order cognitive processes (based on latencies (ERP data) and origins (fMRI data); Doeller et al. 2003; van Herten et al. 2006; Vuilleumier and Pourtois 2007) . Here a clear case for convergence is more difficult to make since later ERPs are typically diffusely distributed, making source localization challenging, as they can potentially come from multiple sources (Siedenberg et al. 1996; Soltani and Knight 2000) . However in our study, later ERPs, and activation in higher-order brain regions as revealed by fMRI showed spatially distributed responses and a combination of AV maximum and Common activation responses. From the fMRI side, this network of frontal, temporal and parietal regions has been implicated in other studies as playing an important role in multisensory perception (for review see Ghazanfar and Schroeder 2006) , as well as for understanding speech and socially related stimuli Moll and de Oliveira-Souza 2007) . For the ERPs, there were multiple distributed late peaks that showed an AV response with properties from both unisensory conditions (AV elicited larger amplitudes like the VIS condition and faster latencies like the AUD condition).
It is much more difficult to attribute higher-order activation as being specifically related to multisensory processing, as these regions did not show superadditivity, perhaps due to ceiling effects from these robust stimuli (Stevenson et al. 2007 ). In addition, higher order processes can be non-specific and can be very sensitive to other factors such as attention. The target stimuli were always unisensory, and therefore there were two possible unisensory targets in the AV blocks. It is possible that in the AV and VIS conditions responding to the corresponding unisensory target stimulus may have resulted in potentially greater stimulus-driven attentional effects. Having said that, the STS, IFG, and TPJ have shown potential multisensory behavior in other studies where the task requirements did not involve such contingencies Kawashima et al. 1999) . Additionally, the blockedevent design in this study could conceivably have produced some refractoriness effects in the data, and in other studies Kawashima et al. 1999) , albeit unlikely. Ideally, an event-related design would circumvent these kinds of issues.
Notably, all three conditions in our study activated right pSTS, a region previously shown to be important in socialrelated multisensory processing (Redcay 2008) . Right pSTS along with right TPJ, were the only regions in which there was maximum activation in the AV condition. Further evidence of pSTS importance in both multisensory and social processing come from prior research on a possible pSTS homologue in monkeys, the Anterior Superior Temporal Polysensory Area (STPa), which responds to visual biological motion, faces, and head and body view and direction (Jellema et al. 2000; Oram and Perrett 1996) , and projects to higher order cognitive and emotional processing regions such as the amygdala and prefrontal regions (Oram and Perrett 1996) .
In addition, we saw right-hemisphere dominated effects in STS and frontal regions, which is typically not seen in most speech related studies (Campbell et al. 2001; Capek et al. 2008; Hubbard et al. 2008; Kawashima et al. 1999; Macaluso et al. 2004; MacSweeney et al. 2000; Skipper et al. 2005) . However, left lateralized activation has been less strongly observed in multisensory studies of simple speech, syllables, and emotional prosody (Kreifelts et al. 2007; Olson et al. 2002; Wright et al. 2003) . It is possible that higher-order regions in both hemispheres have multisensory properties and are recruited based on verbal versus non-verbal relevance.
Summary
Both imaging modalities produced datasets that were very complex, yet there was a surprising degree of convergence between the ERP and fMRI data (Fig. 8) . Underadditivity dominated the multisensory effects in earlier regions as supported by the significant (VIS areas) and trend towards (AUD) smaller and faster responses for AV versus unisensory stimuli. These data, along with previous behavioral studies, suggest that early or mid-sensory regions may be optimized to process multisensory stimuli, if information from multiple modalities is available (Foxe and Schroeder 2005) . Multiple ''higher-order'' cortical regions, as well as late ERP activity typically associated with more higherorder processes showed underadditive effects driven by common activation for all conditions of non-verbal human stimuli, with a dominance of the AV condition in temporal regions. In particular the unique right pSTS effects confirm the important role of pSTS in social cognition, and again show the tendency toward right lateralization for socialrelated stimuli. AFNI, Dr. Jim Thompson for discussions regarding image analysis, and Ms. Mary Pettit for administrative assistance. This study was funded by NIH Grant R01 NS049436, and the Radiology Department at West Virginia University.
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